Lyd Launches First Spill-proof Water Bottle with Lid that Automatically Opens When it Touches Your Lips

With a 360-degree access design, Lyd promises no leaks, and one-handed intuitive drinking with its patented automation

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (PRWEB) August 13, 2018 -- The California-based team behind Lyd is introducing a water bottle unlike any other. Lyd offers consumers all of the best features of an artfully designed beverage container, plus the unique addition of automation. Today, Lyd launched on Kickstarter with the goal of raising $30,000 in 35 days to bring their product directly to consumers.

Lyd Bottle’s automated cap controls the flow of liquid while its integrated smart lid opens at the touch of the user’s lips, closing once they’ve finished drinking. This technology, along with Lyd’s unique 360-degree access design, allows users to enjoy their beverage with a one-handed motion.

“I felt that consumers should be able to drink from the vessel as if it were a glass and never worry about their beverage spilling,” explained founder Fredrik Krafft. “Why should people worry about a beverage leaving the bottle if it is laying on its side? Voila! Lyd was born.”

As an innovative, reusable water bottle, Lyd’s specialized vacuum flask interior keeps beverages hot or cold for up to 8 hours. Lyd Bottle comes equipped with wireless charging, allowing easy re-power without the need for batteries or additional wires. The battery charges in just four hours, with a charge lasting for up to two weeks. Should the battery ever run low, users can still access their drink with a manual click of the lid.

The team behind Lyd is offering consumers two sizes: 13 oz. and 17 oz., each priced at 25% discount through their Kickstarter campaign. To learn more, visit http://bit.ly/LYD_KS.

About Lyd

The Lyd team is a group innovators focused on creating products that help consumers worry less about nuisances, giving back more time to care about the important things in life. Today they work to save the world from accidents, one spill at a time.

The team’s patented anti-leak technology lets users worry less about annoying spills and spend more time caring about the things that matter. Lyd strives to make beverage consumption and hydration as easy as breathing. To learn more, visit https://www.lydbottle.com/.
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